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Introduction 
  
With increasing complexities in new 
structural forms systems, analysis 
procedures and modelling complexities, the 
need of a quick and prior knowledge about 
proportioning the initial geometry and 
configuration of structural members is also 
increasing. A relatively faster and reliable 
estimation of approximate sizes of members 
and key response parameters can greatly 
facilitate the preliminary design and 
feasibility of a project. This study uses a 
machine learning-based approach to directly 
determine various key design parameters 
based on experience gained from previously 
designed buildings. The objective is to 
provide means of assisting the design team 
and clients to make key design decisions 
based on cumulative experience rather than relying on judgment of individual designers. The 
presented system is based on a heuristic tool using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) that can 
provide fast and reliable results based on two algorithms (Multi-layer Perceptron with Back 
Propagation, and PCA-Sparse- Extreme Learning Machine with online Sequential learning). The 
system is also capable of incremental learning with the availability of more data in future. 
 
Methods 
 
The system is trained to determine structural design indicators from architectural parameters as 
shown in Figure 2. The total input-output data set of 38 buildings was divided into 30 training 
data and 8 testing data sets. 14 input parameters were taken as input from the architectural 
data and 8 output parameters were taken as output from the structural data. Same data sets 
were trained and tested using both the MLP-BP and OS-ELM models respectively and 
compared in terms of speed and accuracy. In MLP-BP algorithm, all input parameters were 
used to predict each output parameter individually. Each model was designed with different 
architecture, i.e. the number of hidden layers and their neurons for prediction of different set of 
outputs. There is no direct difference in the ultimate separation capabilities of networks with 
different number of layers; they might, however, differ in other aspects like the separation 
performance with a limited number of neurons, or the generalization made or training speed 
[12]. The OS-ELM models were first tested for general ELM algorithm and then Online 
Sequential (OS) process was added later onto the model. The OS refers to sequential learning 
procedure where the network is trained using chunk by chunk of data [13]. 14 input parameters 
were used to map single outputs and multiple set of outputs. Several important parameters that 
control the network model include the max-min data normalization, nonlinear transfer function 
(Sigmoid), bias and weights, hidden layers and their neurons, learning rate, and the number of 
epochs in MLP and Moore Penrose inverse in ELM. The Python based IDE called PyCharm 
was used for modelling of both MLP and ELM. 
 
Results 
 
The presented approach is demonstrated through the sample networks trained on various case 
study high-rise buildings for which the required architectural and structural design results have 
been already determined through the detailed design. It is observed that well-trained ANN 
models can reliably predict the key structural parameters from architectural drawings. These 

 
Figure 1: The artificial neural networks (ANNs) 
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networks map the nonlinear relationship between input and output. The MLP with Back 
Propagation as learning algorithm have good generalization capability but requires large training 
time. For new building set, the Pearson correlation coefficient was found to be over 80% for 
MLP-BP. The ELM algorithm shows fast training speed with comparable generalization 
capability. The training and testing time of network was less than a second for each model. 
Online sequential learning in ELM helps the model to be used in online platform where 
additional training data can be used to fine tune the network. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: An overview of the methodology 

 
Conclusions and Contributions 
 
It is shown that the proposed approach is able to provide a quick and reasonably accurate 
estimate of design output for new buildings. The approach can also be conveniently used for a 
quick cross-checking of the results from code-based design and performance-based 
assessment of existing buildings. In future work, the performance of developed networks can be 
improved by adding more data and using regularization functions or bootstrapping. The network 
performance of MLP-BP can also be improved by using optimization tools such as genetic 
algorithm. Similarly, more design parameters (e.g. wind design) can be added for higher 
accuracy and wider applicability in future studies.  

 


